Prohibited Booking
and Ticketing Policies

Dupe, passive, fictitious names (Test/Frank Mr, Doe/John Mr, etc.) and speculative bookings
including any repeated booking/cancelling (churning) of the same itinerary in the same or different
classes of service across one or more passenger name records or GDS to circumvent or extend
ticketing time limits, hold inventory, meet GDS productivity requirements or for any other reason,
are strictly prohibited.
Back to back ticketing (to combine two or more round trip fares in order to bypass the applicable
rules such as the minimum stay or the advance purchase); Throwaway coupon (the purchase of a
round trip ticket and use it as a one way or the purchase of a ticket from a point other than the
customers actual originating city or to a point beyond the customer’s actual destination) as well
as Cross border ticketing (the practice of selling a ticket with a fictitious point of origin or destination
in order to undercut the applicable fare) are strictly prohibited. Out of sequence coupon usage
is forbidden.
The carriers reserve the right to send debit memos whether the file is issued or not. All fees incurred
by these types of bookings will be entirely charged to the travel agency, whether it may be debit
memos, claims or legal proceedings. And this applies to all files, whether they were booked directly
with Intair or in your own GDS/PCC and then transferred to us for ticketing. Before transferring a file
for ticketing that you have reserved in your GDS, please add a remark line specifying that you accept
these conditions:
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Access Bookings: TravelBrandsAccess.com
OR CALL: 1-844-5-TBRAND (827263)
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